
Andrew and Jiang 
 
[Andrew:] Jiang and I searched for ‘it” and “there” [video: Microsoft Word’s Find tool searches 
for “it” and “there”] because we both tend to start too many sentences with “It is” and “There 
are” [video: Microsoft Word’s Find tool searches for “it” and finds a sentence that begins with 
“It is”] – which makes our sentences wordy, imprecise, and abstract[video: graphics containing 
the words “wordy”, “imprecise” and “abstract”].  And I am irrationally attracted to empty 
introductory phrases like, “It is generally recognized” and “It is important to remember that”.  
 
Here is a sentence from my memo on a personal injury case that was easy to fix. 
 

It is important to note that unlike Harbour Front Inc. v. City of Merrick, it is clear that 
the defendant had already cleared the ice from the steps before the plaintiff slipped and 
fell. 

 
“It is important” just had to be deleted.  [video: “It is important to note that” is deleted and the 
“U” in “unlike” is capitalized] 
 
 Now the “it” [video: “it” pulsates] in the second phrase is both a classic unclear subject that I 
combined with a classically unclear word, “clear”. [video: “clear” pulsates]  We had a guest 
speaker, Justice John Laskin, who told us that every time he reads phrases like,  “It is clear that”, 
“It is obvious that”, or “It is undeniable that” his skeptical-analytical side kicks in and he starts 
looking for the reasons why it is not clear and not obvious.  So clearly, “It is clear” had to go. 
[video: “it is clear ” is crossed out].  Then, I made the sentence more precise by referring to the 
defendant.  
 

Unlike Harbour Front Inc. v. City of Merrick, in our case the defendant had already 
cleared the ice from the steps before the plaintiff slipped and fell. 

 
[Jiang:] Jiang here. My defamation memo had this sentence:   
 

It was alleged that the journalist published the defamatory article without confirming its 
accuracy. 

 
I made this sentence more precise by removing all of the “it” phrases:  
 

The plaintiff alleged that the journalist published the defamatory article without 
confirming the content’s accuracy.   
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